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FORBES

TEENS ON TOUR:
The Center of the Universe
AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING
Booking Fee Starting at $4,000
Plus 4-6 hotel rooms and ground transportation.

The voices of today’s youth is stronger, louder,
and more confident than ever.
ABOUT THE SHOW:
Experience this compelling drama centered around
two high school sweethearts torn apart by a
senseless act of violence. Journey into the past and
gain new perspective on the present as stories
from slavery and the Holocaust are woven with
events inspired by today’s headlines. The Center of
the Universe will leave you motivated with an
unforgettable message about the value of human
life. *Features an all- youth cast and a post- show
question and answer session.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:
Bullying Racism Violence
Prejudice Respect

RUNNING TIME: 90-120 Minutes
Performance is also available for school matinees
as part of your outreach series. Time includes the
moderated discussion.
EXTRAS: Cast heads to the lobby after each
performance for autographs, photos, and
opportunity to continue elements of the discussion
LOAD-IN: Performance can load-in in 3 hours with
simple advance set-up by local crew. 1 hour Strike.
CONTACT INFO: Steve Cisneros
Phantom Projects Theatre Group
714.690.2900 Steve@PhantomProjects.com
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FEEDBACK FROM EDUCATORS:
For many of our students, this was their first
opportunity viewing live professional theatre and
I am thrilled that their initial experience was so
thought-provoking, educational, and compelling.
I would like to thank you and your theatrical
crew again for inspiring us with your insights,
your passion, and your monumental message
which unfolded beautifully through story,
eloquent monologue, and media imagery. I also
appreciated your Q & A component which
provided our students a chance to process and
personalize the experience with trained peers.
Your performance had a profound effect on our
teens. It provided them with new language and images to think and speak about the value of human life and a
current/ historical perspective on how people are/have been treated throughout the centuries.
Suzanne Osman, High School Teacher
Your show was powerful, engaging, honest and moving for our entire campus. Thank you for starting these
tough conversations!
Nicole Bachanas, High School Clinical Director
My students were engaged and connected with the performance. These topics, unfortunately, are very
relevant and my students were moved by what was presented. This led to great topics of discussion in class for
English, History and religion.
Karie Sandoval, Middle School English Teacher
The performance opened up many thought provoking, deep conversations about the value of human life and
the power of each person's actions.
Erin Brown, Middle School Teacher
This was an amazing performance witnessed by the adults and students. This production changed the lives of
those who were in the audience to witness it.
Heidi Chavez, Middle School Principal
Wow! What an impactful performance and powerful message. The student performers were amazing and
delivered their message clearly and effectively. I especially liked the pre- and post- show interactions by the
performers with our student participants. Lots of great and positive feedback from the participating schools.
Thank you!
Marian Clausen, 33rd District PTA President
The performance was outstanding! Our students could not stop talking about it and it led to meaningful
conversations about respect and tolerance. Thank you just doesn't seem like it's enough.
Kate Henson, Middle School Principal

